
WORK SHEET FOR INTRO (BREACH) 

REVIEW MY “OSWALD IN FRAME” (MISSOURI ESSAY) 

(make notes on what | want to include) 

Hal’s overview of Commission personnel... .use some of this. . . 

. FBI “Tickler” File. . . . be sure | include documentation of origins. 

| want to make point. | think the importance of the Allen Tickler was missed 

by reviewers of Breach. . . | want to stress that the 4 page Tickler can be 

viewed as the (controlling/ defining/ overriding/ or some other adjective) 

DNA of the FBI’s response (or lack thereof) to the Kennedy assassination. 

Then point out some of the more egregious examples of the Hoover 

Bureau’s non-investigation into the Kennedy assassination. ***Be sure | 

have the identification of the document. 

Gallup 2003 poll. ..Most Americans do not agree w/ WC Report. . .Use in 

my Intro. 

. Point to develop (w/ reference to Breach) making point about the mutually 

contradictory versions, FBI and WC, of the JFK autopsy. Both could not be 

right. 

. Washington Post piece cites HSCA chief counsel who noted that FBI 

remained “unwilling to admit that it failed to conduct an adequate 

investigation of the President’s murder.” Hal notes if officialdom keeps the 

truth from the people, then the danger to the nation is clear and present. 

. Oswald revolver. .. .Dallas PD noted “gun taken from Lee Harvey Oswald at 

time of arrest of Dallas police 11/22/’63. No latent prints of police found on 

gun.” Source: Folder 100-10461 worksheets on Inventory.” 

Deals w/ McDonald’s self-promotion as the Dallas cop who subdued 

Oswald at the Texas Theatre and wrested the revolver from his hand. . . Be 

sure to review Reitzes marvelous piece on all the Dallas cops who “wrested 

the revolver from Oswald. .. .and yet, none of their prints on the weapon.. 

just Oswald’s. .. 

8A cite from Marr’s “Crossfire” p, 343 where patrolman Poe marked the 

shells w/ his initials but did not appear on the shells shown to him later. . .
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10.Statement circulated in Capital News Service 1/9/1964 62-109060-A not 

recorded. Use this re: refutation of this by FBI in Tickler. Last item on p. 4 

of Tickler. .. 

11. Hal’s notes on Tippit bullets & et al. 7 Quiet 

12. List of points from Hal’s CA 78-1107 **** Key points to consider... 

13. Batch of docs re: Admiral Burkley: 1.Burkley notes (6/4/’64 ) that he was 

never called “by any member of the WC concerning his knowledge of 

events at Dallas... .” After all he just wrote up the death certificate before 

the issue of JFKJ’s wounds became politicized. [62-109090-NR copy found 

in H. Weisberg’s Subject Index files, Hood College. On line at Subject Index 

files, “Burkley, George 01. . .2. Rosen to Belmont 6/8/’64 noting that 

Burkley to Agent Bartlett that he was not called by any member of WC to 

testify. ...so he prepared a memorandum. Ibid “Burkley, George, 02. 3. 

Interview of Dr. B. by a McHugh for J.F. Library pp. 16 & 18. P. 16 Burkley 

suggests that he convinced Jackie that autopsy should take place at a 

military hospital(more than one reference in docs about his influence on 

Jackie in this matter w/ emphasis on Bethesda. P. 18 asked if he agreed/ 

WC on the number of bullets hitting JFK. . .Burley “I would not careto be 

quoted on that.” Note | need to get date of this interview. Check Burkley, 

George Admiral Warre3n Correspondence. . .3B Burkley again repeats why 

military hosp. (Bethesda since JFK was Navy). . .”for security reasons.” 

Source: Commission Exhibit 1126. 4. Purdy of HSCA notes re: Burkley *& 

autopsy at Bethesda. He notes that it was Burkley who insisted on Bethesda 

Hosp. . . (upon whose orders | wonder?)... Weisberg Sub. Index files Dr. 

Burkley (autopsy 07). 5. Doc. dictated by Dr. Kemp Clark (title). . .at request 

of Dr. Burkley . . . Statement was dictated on 11/23 by Clark at Burkley’s 

request. Clark noted that Carrico“... noted a ragged wound of the trachea 

immediately below the larynx.” ***** bullet hole from front. **** Tie this 

Chaney’s observations and w/ Jackson’s account. . . 

14. Rosen to DeLoach 11/22/1966 62-109060-4267. H ere we have WP 

(11/21/’66) Hoover lays down the “law” here insisting that all 3 shots hit
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JFK and Connally. JFK was hit by the 1 and 3 shot and Connally was hit by 

the 2" shot. In the FBI scenario none of the shots missed. 

15. Copy of Burkley’s death certificate. .... Note that not only was Burkley 

never called to testify before the WC. He notes that JFK’s back wound was 

at the 3" thoracic vertebrae. .. .could not possibly have exited his throat 

and entered Connally’s back ... (need here for a third missed shot that 

went down range .. .the Tague bullet. . . 

16. SAC, Little Rock, 12/12/63, 105-406-39 Little Rock, F.O. Oswald est. as 

the lone assassin... 

POSSIBLE POINTS TO DEVELOP 

WC SHORTFALLS: 

[NOTE TO MYSELF: | NEED TO MAKE COMMENT ON THE LEAKING GAME 

PLAYED BY THE FBI FROM THE GET-GO.... ASYSTEMATIC ATTEMPT T60 

CONDITION THE NATIONAL MIND ABOUT THE CASE BEFORE ANY OF THE 

EVIDENCE WAS EXAMINED... .(OR SOMETHING. Here | could cite in Breach 

the Ex. Sessions of 11/22 and 11/27... .| will need to review BREACH ON 

THIS) **** Note: Check the Tickler to see if any reference to the FBI leaking 

Campaign.... 

Possible language use: 

WC Report. What was staged as a searching examination was in reality a 

carefully staged exercise intended to foreclose unwanted CONCLUSIONS. 

FBI CD-1 (REPORT) OFFERED NO MORE TRUTH THAN Alice’s looking glass. 

The early evidence: That the early evidence against Oswald was so solid or 

irrefutably convincing was so untethered to reality AS to defy caricature (or 

parody.)
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HOOVER AS LEAKER. HIS LONG EXPERIENCE (47 YEARS AS FBI HEAD) AT 

THIS WASH. D.C. PRACTICE RANKED HIM AS A VIRTUOSO. 

17. Notes from HAL’S CA 78-1107 

Intro; Note that Despite the length of the Warren Commission Report 

there is a substantial paucity of evidence. A fair and balanced view of the 

Report is that it is largely about the life and times of Lee Harvey Oswald 

with only superficial and passing reference to the most basic scientific 

evidence in the case. A dramatic case in point is the failure of the 900 page 

Report and the 26 volumes is the astonishing absence of the official 

certificate of death President Kennedy. Report was suppressed by the 

Commission. icial story. How Burkley was ignored by FBI and WC... .how 

he had to politic or campaign (insist) he submit a report). See Breach/and 

notes). And the absence of witnesses who placed Oswald other than at the 

scene of the crime: Carolyn Arnold, Pierce Allman and Terrance Ford (n pp 

from BOT). 

18.From Hal’s CA 78-1107... .P. 134 He notes that FB never tested CD# 399 or 

the 5 frags recovered from the President’s limo for human residue. Raises 

issue of whether they had ever been in a human body or were just planted 

by the FBI. Note that | have this in “Breach.” See Frazier testimony on this 

and see Aguilar/Thompson piece on this.... Frazier’s testimony on this in 

19. Hal’s CA 78-1107 p. 139 He notes that the first autopsy report by Humes 

was destroyed by Humes after it was learned that Oswald was dead. This 

meant that there would be no cross-examination of the Bethesda 

pathologists in any trial. 

20. Notes that WC never had the certificate of death... .. The Burkley death 

certificate (written before Oswald was in the frame) never went to Warren 

Commission . . .Note that it supported the FBI & SS’s version of the 

shooting: three shots and three hits which has never been revised. In 

complete contradiction of the official Commission account of the shooting.
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21. How Burkley came to cave and accept the Bethesda version of JFK’s 

wounds... 

**¥**** Note (Separate out here) see pp. of CA 78-1107 141- 152 dealing 

with Hal’s efforts to get pxs of JFK’s collar and forensic examination and 

results and FBI attempts at manipulations. .. .****************Note if 

needed, pp. 123-ff deal w/ grave shortcomings of the Report. . .I think | 

already have this. . did not copy. 

DOCUMENTS THAT COULD BE USED 

A. CD-1...FB] REDUCES THE SHOOTING TO UNDER 70 WORDS (MAKE 

COUNT). Bureau never bothered to accept copy of the Kennedy autopsy 

from the SS as reference for its report. The report Katz declared 

“sensational.” 

SS agrees w/ FBI as to the shooting: All 3 shots hit. 2 hit JFK anda 

separate bullet struck Connally. 

Transcripts of WC Ex. Sessions of 11/22 and 11/27 pp. 197 to 215. . .did 

not copy. 

Earl Golz piece Dallas Morning News 4/21/’77 quoting Dr. Shaw who 

stated that he did not think Connally hit by same bullet as Kennedy. . . 

. Hoover to Rankin, 4/18/64 Comm. Doc. 827 Hoover explains that 

evidence re: Connally’s clothes compromised because clothes werew 

dry cleaned. . . (point here: FBI never bothered to collect the clothes). 

Pp. 254ff Jim Tague affidavit and pages re: Tague matters up to p. 280 
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